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 Tender Ghosts  :   Fandom and 
Phantasmagoria in the Work 
of Slater Bradley    
   Kate Random Love    

   It’s better to burn out than fade away. 
 –  Kurt Cobain, 1994  

    And the rest is rust and stardust. 
 –  Vladimir Nabokov  1      

           Signing off  his suicide note, moments, we imagine, before he shot a 

massive dose of heroin, placed a 20-gauge shotgun in his mouth and 

blew his own head off , Kurt Cobain, the singer in the 1990s rock band 

Nirvana, quoted a line from Neil Young’s “My My Hey Hey” :  “It’s better 

to burn out than to fade away.” Young’s song was inspired by the death of 

Elvis Presley and the advent of punk rock, which had triggered an anx-

iety in the ageing musician about his relevance in a music scene vivifi ed 

and transformed by the youthful and nihilistic phenomenon of punk. In 

each version of the song –  the electric “Hey Hey My My” and the acoustic 

“My My Hey Hey” –  to “burn out,” exemplifi ed in the self- destructive and 

iconoclastic activity of the NO FUTURE punks such as Sid Vicious, was 

favourably opposed to gradually being forgotten as you plod towards old 

age, a process descriptively imaged as “to rust” or to “fade away.” In this 

imagining, Young posits two contrasting relations to visibility in the cul-

ture industry, which each borrow from the language of materialist pro-

duction in mass- market capitalism. For Cobain, burning out –  blowing 
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one’s head off  with a shotgun –  was the only possible resistance to other-

wise inevitable disappearance; an explosive fi nal moment  as  spectacle 

deemed preferable to a slow, gradual disintegration under the spectacle’s 

corrosive and indiff erent glare.           

  Don’t Let Me Disappear 

       Since the beginning of his career, the American artist Slater Bradley has –  

it seems –  been anxiously preoccupied with disappearing. He began his 

artistic career as a photographer, taking pictures mainly of lovers, friends 

and other people and places with a certain autobiographical connection. 

Th ese images were collected together in his fi rst book  don’t let me dis-
appear , published in 2003.  2       Th e title is a quote from J.D. Salinger’s 1951 

novel,  Th e Catcher in the Rye . “Allie, don’t let me disappear. Allie, don’t 

let me disappear” is the plea uttered by Holden Caulfi eld  –  the disaf-

fected adolescent anti- hero of the novel –  to his dead younger brother as 

he attempts to negotiate the whizzing blurs of steel and towering totems 

to industrial achievement of the busy streets of New York City.  3   Holden’s 

desperate invocation of the dead, expressed at the crisis point of his 

spiralling depression, bespeaks both a paralysing fear: of so- called pro-

gress, of change, of becoming older, phoney and corrupt; and an urgent 

desire: to transcend the spiritual and physical death that engulfment by 

this mechanised adult world threatens.     As curator Amada Cruz says in 

her afterword to Bradley’s photography book: “in borrowing the phrase, 

 Bradley makes his own plea for signifi cance .”  4         

         Th e performative allusion to Holden Caulfi eld is only one of a matrix 

of shifting and fl uid identifi cations staged by Bradley throughout his 

artistic practice, which relate to fi gures from the fandom of the artist’s 

youth. Th ese fi gures are invariably male; great dead or dying men whose 

work is engaged in an ambivalent struggle with a spectacular culture 

industry that promises illumination while always threatening annihila-

tion. Th e main focus of this chapter will be Bradley’s  Th e Doppelganger 
Trilogy  (2001– 2004), which he has described as his “autobiography.”  5   In 

this work he performs, through the body of his “doppelganger” Benjamin 
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Brock, mimetic identifi cations with three artists  –  Ian Curtis, Kurt 

Cobain and Michael Jackson  –  producing fake archival footage where 

Bradley, through Brock, stands in the place of the objects of his fannish 

desire. Both Ian Curtis and Kurt Cobain committed suicide, and Michael 

Jackson, while alive at the time Bradley made  Th e Doppelganger Trilogy , 

had, in Bradley’s words, been “assassinated by the very culture that loved 

him to death.”  6           My reading of Bradley’s phantasmagoric  Doppelganger 
Trilogy  will be haunted by the work of another of his idols:      Vladimir 

Nabokov. I  will trace a persistent invocation of Nabokov in Bradley’s 

work, focusing primarily on his most famous creation, the twelve- year- 

old girl Lolita who, like Curtis, Cobain and Jackson, exists only as a tender 

ghost; a shimmering phantasm performing the fetishistic enchantments 

of the culture industry; a fl ickering screen upon which the great male 

artist might project his phantasmagoric meditation on immortality and 

disappearance.         Towards the end of the chapter this tender ghost will (re)

appear, emerging from her silenced chrysalis in a new, speaking form in 

Abigail de Kosnik’s theory of the young girl fan as “archontic producer” 

and “rogue archivist”; a fi gure no longer bound up with  his tory and loss, 

but with endless rebirth and transformation.      

  Balloons and Butterfl ies 

   One   of the persistent motifs, which appears repeatedly throughout  don’t 
let me disappear , is the trope of fl ight, or, more specifi cally, the inevitable 

end of fl ight  . Th e book is prefaced with W.H. Auden’s 1938 poem “Mus é e 

des Beaux Arts,” which observes how the “Old Masters’ ” gift was to 

understand the insignifi cance of miracles and disasters in everyday life. 

Writing of the bystanders’ indiff erence to Icarus’ spectacular attempt to 

fl y and its catastrophic consequence in Peter Brueghel’s  Landscape with 
the Fall of Icarus , Auden writes:

  the expensive, delicate ship that must have seen 

 Something amazing, a boy falling out of the sky, 

 Had somewhere to get to and sailed calmly on.  7       
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 A series of photographs in  don’t let me disappear ,   entitled  Flying in the 
Mainstream  (2002), documents an attempt by a hot- air balloonist to fl y 

over the French countryside and recalls this fi gure of young Icarus, a boy 

falling out of the sky. In  Flying in the Mainstream , the hot- air balloon is 

photographed on the ground, semi- defl ated, shrivelled and fl accid more 

than it is shown in fl ight. Just as Icarus built his wings from feathers and 

wax and, with the exuberant confi dence of youth, fl ew too close to the 

sun and “burnt out” (better than fading away), the hot- air balloonist’s 

dream of fl ying is likewise doomed to failure; in the fi nal image in the 

series, the balloon is shown lying on the ground, withered and thin, 

lifeless. Bradley has said he “equates the balloon with escape, perhaps 

from the labyrinth of one’s own existence.”  8   Flying, then, as a dream of 

transcendence, but one that is always short lived; a momentary escape 

before we crash back down to earth.     

     Another series of photographs included in  don’t let me disappear , 

entitled  I was rooting for you, Pacifi c Palisades, California  (1999) is also 

concerned with the trope of the ill- fated quest and the subject of “doomed 

winged creatures.” In this series Bradley documented a day in the life of 

a lepidopterist, out hunting butterfl ies. In the fi fth image of the series, we 

see the lepidopterist crouching with his net puff ed up, full of caught wind 

and, we assume, his longed for butterfl y. Here, Bradley has juxtaposed 

the picture with a compositional and fi gurative double; the infl ated cone 

of the butterfl y catcher’s net over his fragile quarry becomes a visual and 

symbolic echo of the collapsing, recently grounded hot- air balloon as 

it exhales its remaining breaths, signalling the end, at least for now, of 

fl ight. Th e last image in the series shows a close up of the lepidopterist’s 

jar, with his specimen encased, we assume, inside one of the white 

envelopes contained within        .   Part of Bradley’s attraction to the subject, 

I believe, is the connection between the fi gure of the lepidopterist –  an 

“enchanted hunter”  –  and the writer Vladimir Nabokov.  9   Bradley cites 

Nabokov as an “inspiration” in his acknowledgements in  don’t let me 
disappear  and references to the author appear throughout Bradley’s 

oeuvre.     Nabokov was a well- known lepidopterist;  Speak Memory  (1966), 

his “Autobiography Revisited” (so called because of the endless revisions 

and transformations of the various texts collected within over the thirty 
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or so years he worked on it) includes a rapturous chapter in which he 

described his obsession with butterfl ies and moths.  10   For Nabokov, the 

attraction of the butterfl y was its capacity for mimesis, which he described 

as a kind of magic: “Th e mysteries of mimicry had a special attraction for 

me. Its phenomena showed an artistic perfection usually associated with 

man wrought things … I discovered in nature the nonutilitarian delights 

that I sought in art. Both were a form of magic, both were a game of intri-

cate enchantment and deception.”  11   Lepidoptery was, in his own words, 

Nabokov’s “demon”; he identifi ed himself as a “suff erer” of his “obses-

sion” with butterfl ies.  12   An “ardent adolescent passion” that persisted 

throughout the author’s life, lepidoptery involves catching these fam-

ously short- lived creatures and preserving them for display, such that 

their beauty may be kept forever. In  Speak Memory  he describes with fer-

vent ardour how he feels when in concert with the creatures: “And the 

highest enjoyment of timelessness … is when I stand among rare butter-

fl ies … Th is is ecstasy … It is like a momentary vacuum into which rushes 

all that I love. A sense of oneness with sun and stone. A thrill of gratitude 

to whom it may concern –  to the contrapuntal genius of human fate or to 

tender ghosts humouring a lucky mortal.”  13        

   Nabokov is, of course, more famous for his representation of a “suf-

ferer” of another, more deadly and dangerous “obsession”; his literary 

construction of a mind possessed by another “demon” in a novel he 

worked on in the same period as  Speak Memory : the book described –  

rather alarmingly –  by  Vanity Fair  magazine in 1987 as “the only convin-

cing love story of our century,”  Lolita  (1958).  14    Lolita  is a story in which 

a paedophile narrator, Humbert Humbert, becomes sexually obsessed 

with a twelve- year- old girl, Dolores Haze, known as Lolita. After killing 

her mother Humbert abducts Lolita and takes her on a road trip across 

America, raping her every night, while trying to evade his doppelg ä nger, 

the manipulative and shadowy child pornographer, Clair Quilty.  15   Lolita, 

as a pubescent “girl- child” aged twelve, is, like Nabokov’s beloved butter-

fl ies, and the multiple selves performed in Bradley’s autobiographical 

practice, representative of a subject in process, a fi gure of transformation 

with a short sell- by date. Like the butterfl y, whose average adult lifespan 

is a mere 20– 40  days, the lifespan of the “nymphet,” within Humbert 
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Humbert’s defi nition of his peculiar neologism, is similarly short:  “I 

would have the reader see ‘nine’ and ‘fourteen’ as the boundaries  –  

the mirrory beaches and rosy rocks  –  of an enchanted island haunted 

by those nymphets of mine and surrounded by a vast, misty sea.”  16   Th is 

strict temporal framework within which Lolita the nymphet can exist, 

and the defi nitively transformative nature of her enchanting pubescence 

is acknowledged in Humbert’s subsequent lament, “I knew I had fallen 

in love with Lolita forever, but I also knew that she would not be forever 

Lolita.”  17   

     It is signifi cant that Lolita herself is represented as a fan. It is 

through the descriptions of Lolita as a fan that we are persistently 

reminded throughout the novel that the “nymphet” who the immigrant 

Humbert Humbert so ardently desires is a temporally and geographic-

ally located construction; the young girl Lolita is above all an invention 

of the American post- war culture industry, who “believed, with a kind 

of celestial trust, any advertisement or advice that appeared in Movie 

Love or Screen Land … She it was to whom ads were dedicated: the ideal 

consumer, the subject and object of every foul poster.”  18   Th e  é migr é  

Humbert, conversely, considers himself a “poet,” representing a more 

refi ned, elevated model of culture, of “aurochs and angels, the secret of 

durable pigments, prophetic sonnets, the refuge of art.”  19   Humbert is, 

however, a conscientious student of the American culture industry, who 

expects Lolita to give him a kiss “and even close her eyes as Hollywood 

teaches” and who invents “a long series of mistresses for [Lolita’s mother] 

Charlotte’s morbid delectation … diff erentiated according to the rules of 

those American ads … upon which I drew for my characters and she for 

her mode of expression.”  20   It is through posing as a fan of a popular song 

beloved by Lolita that the rapist Humbert is able to experience his fi rst 

(non- consensual) sexual encounter with his “nymphet,” in an ecstatic, 

dreamlike and uncomfortably erotic scene in which Humbert becomes 

aroused to sexual climax as the “guileless limbs” of the assumed unaware 

Lolita “shuffl  e and ripple” on his lap. In this scene, Humbert establishes 

an identifi cation with the twelve- year- old girl by singing her favourite 

pop song, encouraging Lolita to see him as the same as herself: “I recited, 

garbling them slightly, the words of a foolish song that was then popular 
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… I  kept repeating this automatic stuff  and holding her under its spe-

cial spell.”  21   Humbert’s relationship to the American culture industry –  

embodied in the fi gure of the young girl Lolita –  is one of appropriation 

and mimicry in the service of violation and deception. Humbert’s desire 

for his own immortality masquerades as a desire to give the young girl 

hers. But throughout the novel, even while he attempts to convince the 

reader that he  loves  Lolita, he always simultaneously disavows that the 

Lolita he describes is anything other than “my own creation, another 

fanciful, Lolita  –  perhaps more real than Lolita; overlapping, encasing 

her; fl oating between myself and her.”  22        

  Th e Doppelganger Trilogy 

    Th e cradle rocks above an abyss, and common sense tells us that 

our  existence is but a crack of light between two eternities of 

darkness.  23      

   In the fi ctional John Ray Jr’s “Foreword” to  Lolita , we are told how Lolita 

(now called Mrs Richard F. Schiller) has “died in childbed giving birth 

to a stillborn girl” aged seventeen.  24   Humbert’s beautiful, meandering, 

painful and dangerously seductive confessional tale in  Lolita , he tells us, 

represents his attempt, through art, to secure immortality for Dolores 

Haze in place of the childhood he stole from her; the narrative becomes 

“the only immortality you  or I  may share, my Lolita.”  25   At one point in 

the novel, Humbert laments that he never fi lmed her: “Th at I could have 

had all her strokes, all her enchantments, immortalized in segments 

of celluloid, makes me moan today with frustration. Th ey would have 

been so much more than the snapshots I  buried        .”  26   Here, Humbert 

connects celluloid fi lm with immortality   and, with his reference to 

“buried” snapshots, recalls Roland Barthes’ famous association of pho-

tography and death, where fi gures “are anaesthetized and fastened 

down, like butterfl ies.”  27   For Barthes, where the photograph (a crack of 

light between two eternities of darkness) is always imbued with a “catas-

trophe which has already occurred” that is the promise of death in the 
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future, the moving pictures of the cinema, in distinction, proff er the pos-

sibility of immortality.  28         

     In 2000, shortly after meeting his “double,” Benjamin Brock, Bradley 

swapped the deadly medium of photography for immortalising fi lm and 

began working on his series of three videos  –   Factory Archives  (2001– 

2002),  Phantom Release  (2003) and  Recorded Yesterday  (2004) –  known 

collectively as  Th e Doppelganger Trilogy :  “I had been attracted to the 

word ‘doppelganger’ from as early on as twelve. I read a lot about Lolita 

and Nabokov’s obsession with doppelganger’s [ sic ] right at the same time 

I started hearing there was this person that looked exactly like me fl oating 

around the New York clubs.”  29   Th e videos in the trilogy, in which Bradley’s 

“doppelganger” Brock poses and performs as Ian Curtis, Kurt Cobain 

and Michael Jackson, masquerade as found archival footage, posing an 

ambivalent relation to the archive and to fandom itself as spaces that 

contain the promise of immortality and the threat of displacement and 

disappearance. Bradley explicitly situates his work in the context of the 

fandom surrounding these three fallen heroes he summons from the 

dead. He describes Ian Curtis –  the subject/ object of  Factory Archives  –  as 

a “cult hero”; explains how: “[the Nirvana video]  Phantom Release  links 

itself directly to the fans,” bringing together “images and performances 

culled and homogenized from my memories of MTV, concert documen-

taries, magazine covers, Saturday Night Live, and three concerts I  had 

seen in San Francisco”; and says, of Michael Jackson, who is represented 

in  Recorded Yesterday : “He was my fi rst introduction into the realm of the 

rock star and with it, the worship factor.”  30                              

    Factory Archives  –  in which Brock impersonates Joy Division star Ian 

Curtis –  begins with a beta still imbuing the work with an archaic authen-

ticity as a fragment from the archives of Factory Records; the fi ction that 

the fan desires presented as historical document ( Figure 4.1 ). In his essay 

on  Th e Doppelganger Trilogy , entitled, appropriately, “Speak Memory,” 

Bradley explains his motivation for creating the work thus:

  Joy Division … fell into a sort of technological black hole in terms of 

video. What I mean is that during their existence, 1977– 1980, hardly 

any footage exists of their performances. I attribute this to the cross 
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over period where tube video cameras (recognizable by the ghost 

images they tend to produce) replaced super 8 fi lm as the public’s 

(or the fan’s) means for transmitting images. It appears (or more 

accurately disappears) that there was a technological lag, gap, and 

stutter before the audience learned how to speak memory.  Factory 
Archives  was created to fi ll this void.  31       

 Th e videos in  Th e Doppelganger Trilogy  are convincing in their 

claims to be lost archival footage for two reasons:  one because of 

Benjamin Brock’s meticulous impersonations, which have been studied 

and carried out to perfection; and two because of degradations to the 

image quality that fi lters out and papers over any telltale signs of fakery. 

  In the Michael Jackson piece  Recorded Yesterday , for example, Brock’s 

re- enactment of Jackson’s famous “moonwalk” is technically spot on; 

perfected after months of viewing videos of the icon and breaking down 

the dance steps ( Figure 4.2 ). Th e fi lm footage appears old and corroded, 

and likely to disintegrate at any time, giving the stock an illusory authen-

ticity as an unearthed relic, recently excavated from the dusty depths of 

an undiscovered, crypt- like archive  .   In  Factory Archives , the accuracy of 

 Figure 4.1      Slater Bradley,  Factory Archives , 2001– 2002, from  Th e Doppelganger  

Trilogy, 2001– 2004. Video still (courtesy of the artist).  
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Brock’s imitation of Curtis was again down to meticulous practice, as the 

fi lm (which Brock recorded himself in the basement of his family home 

using Bradley’s Hi- 8 camera) was actually intended as an audition tape 

for an optioned fi lm adaptation of (Ian’s widow) Deborah Curtis’ memoir 

 Touching from a Distance .      Phantom Release  re- constructs an “an undated, 

unknown [Nirvana] performance that could have stood in for countless 

performances and memories … navigat[ing] the virtual landscape of an 

 ü berfan’s website:   www.digitalnirvana.net ,” where fans can upload and 

share their own bootleg footage of the band as well as see that of others 

( Figure  4.3 ).  32   Th e performances convince because they each recreate 

artists with a strong and instantly recognisable repertoire of images and, 

importantly, music.     While  Recorded Yesterday  does not feature any music, 

Jackson’s dancing and the “Smooth Criminal” era costume is so iconic it 

is instantly familiar; in  Phantom Release  and  Factory Archives  the music 

 Figure 4.2      Slater Bradley,  Recorded Yesterday , 2004, from  Th e Doppelganger 

Trilogy , 2001– 2004. Video still (courtesy of the artist).  
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alone would probably be enough to begin to cast a spell on any fan of 

Nirvana or Joy Division. Here Bradley performs a model of history and the 

archive as an unsettled narrative that can be corrected if one so desires,     

    which recalls Nabokov, in the closing statements of the butterfl y chapter 

in his own  Speak Memory : “I confess I do not believe in time. I like to fold 

my magic carpet, after use, in such a way as to superimpose one part of 

the pattern upon another. Let visitors trip.”  33     Th e fragility and desuetude 

of his preferred, analogue media  –  scratched and scorched Super 8 or 

degraded Hi- 8 fi lm –  becomes an anxious lament on the disappearance 

of the great male artist in the constantly shifting technological landscape 

of the fi rst years of the twenty- fi rst century, a time characterised by the 

mass ownership of digital creative technologies and the birth of the web 

2.0 era of user- generated content, open source- sharing platforms and 

social media.      

 Figure 4.3      Slater Bradley,  Phantom Release , 2003, from  Th e Doppelganger 

Trilogy , 2001– 2004. Video still (courtesy of the artist).  
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        Rogue Archives 

  Memory has gone rogue. What I  mean by this, fi rst of all, is that 

memory has  fallen into the hands of rogues.   34    

 In  Rogue Archives:  Digital Cultural Memory and Media Fandom , fan 

theorist Abigail De Kosnik proposes that, with the blossoming of fan 

archives on the Internet since the very beginnings of online culture, 

and the continuing rapid expansion of these spaces, “memory has gone 

rogue.”  35   By which she means control of the archive  –  the public col-

lective memory, which was previously regulated by the State through 

museums, libraries and galleries –  has, with the Internet, fallen into the 

hands of fans, disrupting the state’s ability to “command, order, and 

control objects or bodies, living or dead.”  36       De Kosnik coins the term 

“archontic production” to expand on her concept of “archontic litera-

ture” from ten years previously.  37   Where archontic literature exclusively 

describes literary texts (including fanfi ction) –  which engage with the 

existing archive of cultural texts, feeding off  them to create their own 

works and, in the process, transforming and expanding the archive   –  

archontic production expands the category to include other types of 

fanwork, for example fanvids, fanart, and even cosplay. For De Kosnik, 

“archontic production’s basic promise is that of striking the category 

of ‘media consumer’ and replacing it with ‘media user’:        the archontic 

producer … engages with the media as a generative source for her own 

memory- based creativity.”  38   De Kosnik’s use of the female pronoun  her  

is signifi cant, because as De Kosnik notes, fan archives are “de facto 

archives of women’s and girl’s culture” with studies showing that only 

between 2  percent and 6  percent of members of fan fi ction archive 

communities self- identify as male.  39   Th e rogue archivist, then, is a girl, 

generating, transforming and growing her own memories and sharing 

them as material for future transformations online in “degradation- 

proof storage [which] allows us to visit any version, any moment in the 

network’s history. [T] he ultimate archive, [with] each element of the 

archive constantly in process. Dynamism without loss. Impermanence 

enfolded within permanence.”  40           
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       De Kosnik borrows from cultural theory to note how perform-

ance is the key model through which to understand the cultural 

appropriations and transformations characteristic of archontic pro-

duction. Th is model of performance, she argues, allows us to under-

stand the relationship archontic production has to mimicry and 

transformation. In the archontic productions characteristic of the 

young girl fan producer, this performative model of repetition as 

variations on a theme –  what De Kosnik calls “versioning” –  is charac-

teristic. De Kosnik notes the importance of “repertoire” to the archontic 

productions of online fanwork, which straddle the boundary between 

the texts of the traditional analogue archive and embodied, temporal 

works of performance:

  Archontic production references the memory mode of the archive –  

the treatment of bodies of pre- existing texts as archives from which 

any user can withdraw the raw materials for new projects –   and  the 

memory mode of repertoire –  the process by which humans receive 

cultural matter in their bodies and, by using their bodies as play-

back machines, perform works that they record … in their own ways, 

making up their own imaginative transformations of the works.  41     

 Where the young girl fan producers associated with De Kosnik’s rogue 

archives are fi gures of imaginative transformation, performatively 

versioning variations on cultural texts through their bodies for sharing 

with other fans online              , in  Th e Doppelganger Trilogy  Bradley uses 

Brock’s body as melancholic playback machine in an archontic pro-

duction destined to be exhibited at the institution of the Guggenheim 

Museum, the polar opposite of the rogue archive and a safe haven 

for the “worship” of great dead men. With  Th e Doppelganger Trilogy , 

Bradley, like Humbert Humbert in Lolita, performs the rogue archive 

as an archive in the hands of a rogue, archontically drawing on fandom 

itself as a space of aggressive appropriation and violation –  where  fan - 

tasy masquerades with the authority of  his - story. But in the work of these 

unreliable narrators this authority is always undermined  –  even while 

it is being performed –  by their continuous exposure of themselves as 

charlatans, tricksters and masters of enchantment.            
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    Moving Pictures 

   In writer Paul Fleming’s discussion of  Th e Doppelganger Trilogy , in 

which he coins the word “tripleganger” to describe the “infl ation of the 

double” enacted in Bradley’s work, he invokes the popular romantic 

conception of the “phantasmagoria”:  “Under the direction of Bradley, 

the tripleganger becomes then a phantasmagoria, a multi- course meal 

of fantasy and memory.”  42     Th is notion of the phantasmagoria as a psy-

chic phenomenon, a feverish, dreamlike succession of fantasised or 

remembered phantasms seen in the mind’s eye does have strong res-

onance with Bradley’s work   and recalls too Humbert’s description of 

America as “no more to us than a collection of dog- eared maps, ruined 

tour books, old tires, and her sobs in the night  –  every night, every 

night –  the moment I feigned sleep.”  43     But  Th e Doppelganger Trilogy  also 

conjures the spectre of another phantasmagoria; the original, technical 

denotation of the word as the name of a horrifying spectacle of projected 

images popularised in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. 

     Th e phantasmagoria was the invention of the Belgian physicist, 

opticist and hot- air balloon aeronaut  É tienne- Gaspard Robertson, 

who presented his fi rst “fantasmagorie” at the Pavillion de l- Echiquier 

in Paris in 1798. It was developed from a conjuring device invented by 

Athanasius Kircher in the seventeenth century known as the magic 

lantern, an arrangement of tubes, lenses, mirrors and candles, which 

allowed a magnifi ed, illuminated image to be projected on to a wall or 

screen, so that “images could be made to appear like fantastic luminous 

shapes, fl oating inexplicably in the air.”  44   Robertson set the magic lan-

tern on a roller so that the projected image would appear to increase 

and decrease in size, and projected the images on to smoke:  ghostly 

apparitions would appear to run through the smoke towards a terrifi ed 

audience. Robertson conjured spirits that were part of the collective 

cultural memory of his audience, drawing on the Gothic iconography 

popular in the 1790s and recreating scenes from Shakespeare’s popular 

plays such as Macbeth.     

 In Slater Bradley’s  Doppelganger Trilogy , a “hellish parade” of 

spectres from the contemporary collective memory is similarly raised 
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from the dead. As described above, Brock’s impersonation of the three 

“fallen heroes” is spookily accurate. Moreover, the over- exposed, volatile 

and decomposing appearance of the fi lms adds to their spectral eff ect  . 

In  Recorded Yesterday , for example, the fi gure of the dancing “Jackson” 

fl ickers and fades, the fortuitous result of an accident during processing. 

    In  Factory Archives , the music to which the ghostly, hazed grey fi gure 

of Brock as Ian Curtis dances  –  Joy Division’s dark and depressing 

“Decades” –  already sounds like horror movie music with its rhythmic 

keyboard, plodding drums and Curtis’ droning vocal, but on the mas-

sively degraded fi lm the sequence takes on an extra deathly dimension. 

 As mentioned above, the short time span in which Joy Division was 

performing fell into a “technical black hole” for the fans as far as video 

recording went.  Factory Archives  then, which is shot on Hi- 8 stock, a 

medium not invented until the early 1990s (although itself now on the 

brink of becoming obsolete) belies its titular claim to the archive, or 

at least, identifi es it as a rogue archive, with no claim to authenticity. 

     Phantom Release  –  a re- enactment of a Nirvana performance that (would 

have) occurred at the height of the popularity of the VHS c- type home 

video recorder, is shot on the temporally anomalous Super- 8 Ektachrome 

7240, again acting as a clue that something here is off .     Likewise, the 

incarnation of Michael Jackson simulated in  Recorded Yesterday  would, 

due to Jackson’s excessive alterations of his style and visual appearance 

over the years, be dated to circa 1988, around the time of his “Smooth 

Criminal” phase, yet, again, Bradley has shot it on Super 8 and, more-

over, in black and white, giving it a Chaplin- esque look.   However, such 

technical anomalies function ambivalently: on the one hand, as I have 

suggested, they articulate a fannish fantasy of timelessness; on the other 

hand, however, they act as clues –  just like the titles of the works, in par-

ticular  Phantom Release  and  Recorded Yesterday   , or Lolita’s “sobs through 

the night every night, every night” in Humbert’s great “love story” –    that 

something is amiss; the insistent sense that things are not at all what 

they seem.       As Terry Castle notes, this strategy of simultaneous demysti-

fi cation and mystifi cation was similarly deployed by Robertson and his 

peers with their phantasmagoria, who often claimed that the purpose 

of this new technological entertainment was enlightenment; to expose 
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“the frauds of charlatans and supposed ghost seers,” and to eradicate 

superstition by revealing that “so- called apparitions were in fact optical 

illusions.” However, at the same time: “Even as it supposedly explained 

apparitions away, the spectral technology of the phantasmagoria mys-

teriously re- created the emotional aura of the supernatural. One knew 

ghosts did not exist, yet one saw them anyway, without knowing pre-

cisely how.”  45          

 With the same fetishistic ambivalence of the phantasmagoria, 

Bradley’s work simultaneously performs and disavows the loss of Cobain 

and Curtis, as well as his own absence from the personal narratives of his 

idols; his works says both “I know I wasn’t there, but look, there I was” 

and “I know he is dead, but look, in my art he lives again.”  46   Th is fetish-

istic disavowal of the loss of his idols through the conjuring of a techno-

logically reproduced facsimile is facilitated by the status of these iconic 

“fallen heroes” as commodities. Th e loss of Curtis, Cobain and Jackson 

can be easily disavowed in a culture where they existed, for most, only 

in the products, posters and projections of the culture industry.       It is 

Humbert’s identifi cation of Lolita as, above all, a product of and in 

American mass culture –  “the perfect consumer, the subject and object 

of every foul poster” –  that allowed him to believe he could give her ersatz 

“immortality” as his “own creation [a]  fanciful Lolita –  perhaps more real 

than Lolita [and] having no will, no consciousness –  indeed no life of her 

own.”  47         Likewise, Bradley’s spectres of Cobain, Curtis and Jackson are 

ultimately as real and authentic as the images of them consumed origin-

ally by Bradley the young fan, which were themselves already something 

like ghosts, the commodity fetishes of mass culture, itself perhaps only a 

phantasmagoria.  48   

 Bradley’s  Doppelganger Trilogy  then might represent not just a 

phantasmagoric procession of ghosts, a spectacle of the disintegrating 

fi gures of dead great men brought back to life. Th e “intricate game of 

mimicry and deception” performed in  Th e Doppelganger Trilogy  might 

also represent the phantasmagoria that is mass culture itself, as a hellish 

and endless parade of commodity fetishes, created and destroyed by the 

culture industry. Both Slater Bradley and Humbert Humbert mime and 

mine fandom –  the domain of young girls and enchanted hunters –  to 
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perform possession by and of the tender ghosts who inhabit a spec-

tacular culture that in Benjamin’s words “preserves not the unique 

aura of the person but ‘the spell of the personality’; the phony spell of 

the commodity.”  49   In doing so, they reproduce an historically gendered 

dynamic of cultural privilege, securing for themselves a place within an 

archival genealogy of great male artists; immortality within the “refuge 

of art.”    

    My Conclusion/ My Necessity 

      Mnemosnyne, one must admit, has shown herself to be a very 

careless girl.  50        

 Slater Bradley’s video  My Conclusion/ My Necessity  (2005) brings together 

the themes of fandom, loss and remembrance within a (now familiar) 

eulogistic lament on the obsolescence of analogue technologies of visual 

reproduction and great dead men. Th e fi lm, which was originally going to 

be entitled “Death of a Film Stock,” in reference to the discontinuation of 

the Kodachrome 40 Super 8 fi lm on which it was shot, begins with a silent 

contemplation of the graves and monuments in P è re Lachaise cemetery 

in Paris, the most renowned graveyard in the West, in which many dead 

great men are buried including, pertinently,     the hot- air balloonist and 

inventor of the phantasmagoria,  É tienne- Gaspard Robertson    . Bradley’s 

camera surveys the tombs and memorials, frequently panning skyward, 

tracing the vertical trajectory towards the heavens implored by these 

monuments. Signifi cantly, singled out for prolonged meditation is the 

tomb of   Allan Kardec (1804– 1869), the founder of spiritism. Upon the 

top part of Kardec’s memorial appears the inscription “Naitre, mourir, 

renaitre encore et progresser sans cesse, telle est la loi.” (“To be born, die, 

still to reappear and progress unceasingly, such is the law.”)                

   Eventually we come to Oscar Wilde’s grave, which is famously 

covered in the lipstick prints of those fans who come to pay their respects. 

Here the fi lm changes in tempo and focus, the silence is shattered by 

the intrusion of a heavy, grungey soundtrack, and the representation 

and contemplation of remembrance shifts from a consideration of the 
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static monuments and tombstones, to the performative commemor-

ation of dead heroes by their fans, upon the site of Oscar Wilde’s grave. 

In  My Conclusion/ My Necessity , this mourning ritual is performed by 

a young girl, named Ida, who Bradley met by chance when fi lming in 

P è re Lachaise, an encounter that led to the abandonment of the original 

title and motivated the abrupt and radical stylistic departure. Bradley’s 

camera watches as Ida’s mother applies lipstick to her daughter’s mouth, 

who then ceremoniously kisses the stone in a sexualised identifi cation 

with Wilde and a palimpsestuous archive of other fans ( Figure 4.4 ). In 

a fi nal indication that Bradley’s dream of immortality for the great male 

artist is an ill- fated quest, Ida’s solemn and sexy act of remembrance 

belies the fact that, according to Bradley, when he spoke to her after the 

fi lming she admitted she did not even know who Oscar Wilde was. Th e 

great artist fi nally obliterated under a fannish re- enactment of ersatz 

mourning that stands in/ on his place; buried under pink kisses of pure 

mimetic performance.   

   Of course the lipstick trace that marks the moment of Ida’s fetishistic 

performance of fandom, which is, above all, a declaration of  her  presence 

and presentness, will too eventually fade away; Ida’s bow- lipped 

 Figure 4.4      Slater Bradley,  My Conclusion/ My Necessity , 2005. Video still 

(courtesy of the artist).  
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expression will be replaced by the index of another’s presence, which 

will too in turn be replaced but will never totally disappear. Perhaps we 

can think of Ida then as the young girl De Kosnik tells us is now, in the 

immaterial age of the Internet and digital archiving, the new guardian 

of memory; a girl fan who “does not allow her consciousness, her singu-

larity, her liberty to think, her memories, to be colonized or controlled 

by media, but engages with the media as a generative source for her own 

memory- based creativity.”  51   Rather than rely on great male artists to raise 

ghosts of their own creation from the dead as they make a plea for their 

own signifi cance (don’t let me disappear!), these young girls embrace 

transformation, change and dynamism without loss. Just like the media 

through which we construct and consume them, history, artists and 

fans themselves will change, burn out, fade away. But while there are 

rogue archives in the hands of young girls, there might always be –  if we 

remember to imagine them –  tender ghosts to humour lucky mortals.        
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